
 

The movie is a remake of an old Telugu movie, which itself was a remake of a Tamil movie. The movie was released on 4
October 2018 as the last film in the successful franchise. It stars popular Bollywood actress Anushka Shetty as Aisha and Siva
Karthikeyan as Madhavan, the brother duo from the first two films who now leads their own families. The cast also includes
Arun Vijay and Danish Akhtar and has garnered mixed reviews from critics and audiences alike. Writer's block: An inability to
generate ideas or speak due to lack of concentration or creativity; often experienced by creative people such as writers, artists,
musicians. Adhyapaka: A teacher who imparts the knowledge of the Vedas to his pupil.

"Attarintiki Daredi" collected 44.12 crore in its opening weekend. It was reported that the film crossed the 50-crore mark on its
first Monday, thereby overtaking "Srimanthudu" as the highest-grossing Telugu movie ever. After collection of 54 crore, it
passed "Gabbar Singh" to become second highest grosser ever in Telugu Cinema Industry and eventually collected 56. 40 crore
in its 15-day run. This movie is also the first Telugu movie to collect over 60 crore at the ticket window. After this movie
became one of the highest grosser movie in 2018, "Srimanthudu" again was released on 6th day and collected 52.20 crore The
film was dubbed into Tamil as "Attarintiki Daaredi" (அட்திரிகி ட்ரைodici) by PVP Cinema. The film received positive reviews
from critics. The film was dubbed in Hindi as "Attarintiki Daaredi" by Goldmines Telefilms, which was well received. Sunaina
M.S. of "The Times of India" gave the film 3 stars out of 5 and wrote, ""Attarintiki Daredi" is a well-made children's film that
does well to entertain kids in spite of its story being too much in the lines of Telugu cliches." She gave 3 stars out of 5 to the
audio and said that "Anand Shankar's songs are cute and bear listening if you're a kid." Sukanya Verma from Rediff gave the
movie 2. 5 out of 5 stars. The film's soundtrack was composed by Anoop Rubens. The audio was launched on 3 October 2018
uploading the event on YouTube. The soundtrack received positive reviews from critics. All the tunes are heavily inspired by
Telugu folk music and old classics.

"Attarintiki Daredi" collected 44.12 crore in its opening weekend. It was reported that the film crossed the 50-crore mark on its
first Monday, thereby overtaking "Srimanthudu" as the highest-grossing Telugu movie ever .
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